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ABSTRACT
The design, operation and verification of a real time 1/f noise test station for and Infrared Focal
Plane Array is described. This 1/f noise test station is based on a Personal Computer DSP card with
two Analog Devices ADSP 21026 SHARC processors. The operation of the DSP card, the
software written to control it, and hardware designed to interface with a Beltronics Data Acquisition
System are discussed in detail.
The final system, described in this thesis, is shown to perform an accurate 8192 point FFT in real
time with data rates up to 1.67 MHz.
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Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Seventy-five years ago, 1/f noise was first observed in electronics, and has since been
extensively studied.' It is natural phenomenon that has been observed in many systems. "In fact,
noise obeying the inverse frequency (1/f) law is known nowadays to exist in particularly all
electronic materials and devices, including homogeneous semiconductors and junctions devices,
metal films and whiskers, liquid metals, electrolytic solutions, thermionic tubes, superconductors,
and Josephson junctions: and usually, irrespective of where the phenomenon occurs it goes under
the generic name of 1/f noise."2 It manifests itself as a voltage or current with a power spectral
density which varies with I fI where a usually lies between .8 and 1.3. 3
In Mercury Cadmium Telluride (HgCdTe) Infrared (IR) detectors, 1/f noise research is in
the early stages, and measurement techniques to rapidly characterize 1/f noise are needed to obtain
data for this research. In addition, the performance of imaging systems based on HgCdTe Focal
Plane Arrays (FPA) can be sensitive to detector I/f noise. As a result, many specifications for FPAs
require that a 1/f noise measurement be made on each and every detector in the array. To meet this
need for complete FPA noise characterization a 1/f noise measurement system have been needed
for both research and production.
Early attempts at building 1/f noise measurement systems have been successful but these
systems take anywhere from several hours to more than a day to completely test a single FPA. The
time required to make this measurement is limited by the computational power required to perform
a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on data from the FPA.
For many years, a class of micro processors have been developing that are heavily
optimized for making the sort of calculations required for a class computations known collectively
as Digital Signal Processing (DSP) which include FFTs. Now, due to the recent explosion in DSP
intensive tasks such as those commonly found in an average personal computer multimedia
application, and in such devices as cellular phones, modems, and home entertainment systems, the
price of DSP processors has plummeted, while the power available from even the cheapest
processors has grown exponentially.
DSP processor have now developed to the point where it is possible for them to perform an
FFT in real time. Performing an FFT in real time simply means that it takes less time to perform
the FFT than it takes the FPA to generate the data for the FFT. A 1/f noise test station is now
required that can make it's measurements in real time thereby reducing the time required to
measure the 1/f noise on an FPA from several hours to its minimum of several minuets.
1 J. B. Johnson (1925), "The Schottky effect in low frequency circuits", Physics Review, 26 pp. 71-85
2 M. J. Buckingham (1983), Noise In Electronic Devices and Systems, Ellis Horwood Limited, p. 143
3 C. D. Motochenbacher and F. C. Fitchen (1973), Low-Noise Electronic Design, John Wiley & Sons, p. 19
1.2 Problem Statement
The objective of this thesis was to develop a generic 1/f noise test station that is able to
receive data from an FPA, then perform an FFT on it faster than the data for the next FFT is
received. As a minimum the station must be able to make real time 1/f noise measurements on the
IR line scanning FPA. The baseline for the requirements of this system was a typical high
performance IR line scanning FPA that reads out multiplexed data for 480 active pixels on 16
outputs. Each output provides data for 30 active pixels and 2 reference pixels per line. Outputs are
clocked at 1.4 Mega-Pixels/Sec, producing data for complete lines at a rate of 43.8 KHz. To
achieve the performance goal, the 1/f noise measurement system must process data faster than the
1.4 MHz data rate of the FPA Systems previously used to measure 1/f noise on this type of FPA
have included a spectrum analyzer and an older VME based DSP system. Both of these
measurement systems were far too slow to perform real time data calculations. In this thesis, an
advanced new approach, consisting of a combination of commercial hardware and software and
custom hardware and software, was implemented to perform real time measurements on this FPA.
In order to meet the 1.4 MHz requirement, the station must be able to achieve at least two
important goals. First, it must have enough computational power to perform all necessary
calculations in real time. This means that in less than 6.2 ms, or the time it takes to collect 8192
samples of a single pixel, it must be able to compute an 8192 point real to complex FFT, compute
the power of each of the resulting 4096 complex points, and add this power to an accumulator
array. The accumulator array contains a running sum of FFT results for later use in calculating the
average of multiple FFTs.
Second, it must keep up with all of the overhead associated with memory management to
support both the calculations in progress and the sorting and storage of raw data as it comes in from
the FPA. This quickly becomes complicated due to high data rates, and the complex data shuffling
that must occur. For instance, the station must be able to store raw data in a temporary holding area
as it comes in from the Data Acquisition System (DAS). At the same time, it must be able to sort
and transfer data already in its temporary holding area to a processor where it is needed for
calculation. In addition, it must be able to retrieve the 4096 point accumulator array, then re-store
the array after it has been updated.
1.3 Overview of Solution
The final configuration of the system which achieves the goals set forth for this thesis is
described in this section. The system includes both commercially available hardware and software
as well as hardware and software developed specifically for this thesis. The system consists of a 120
MHz Pentium computer with a Bittware Snaggletooth DSP board. The Snaggletooth is a standard
PC based ISA board with 2 40 MHz Analog Devices ADSP 21062 processors. The Snaggletooth is
also equipped with an optional memory board that contains 16 megabytes of RAM and an optional
High Speed Digital I/O (HSDIO) board. The HSDIO board is connected to an interface box,
designed and built for this project, which allows the HSDIO board to interface with a Beltronics 16
bit Data Acquisition System. Figure 1 is a block diagram of the final system.
Software was developed for this task to use the resources of the Snaggletooth board and it's
two processors in an efficient way to achieve the thesis goals. The software developed for the
system took advantage of a commercial available optimized FFT library to minimize system
development time.
1/F Noise Test Station Block Diagram
Figure 1: Block diagram of working system
2.0 Commercial System Components
2.1 DSP Processor
The system chosen for this project is based on the Analog Devices ADSP 2106X Super
Harvard Architecture Computer (SHARC) family of processors. It is a new (approximately 2 years
old) line of processors that has been optimized for such applications as "full-motion video, wireless
digital networks, radar systems, speech recognition and satellite communications.' 4 Several of it's
features made it particularly useful in this application.
Computationally, the SHARC processor is one of the fastest commercially available. For
instance, it can do a 8192 point real to complex FFT in 2.83 ms5. The processor has several
features that allow it to accomplish this. For instance, it can do two floating point adds, a floating
point multiply, two loads from internal memory and an instruction load (from it's instruction
cache) all in a single clock cycle. It has a hardware based loop counter that allows it to loop
through a section of code with only a single cycle of setup time and no overhead once it enters the
loop. All counter incrementing and end of loop checks are taken care of in hardware by the loop
counter. For more complicated applications, the loop counter can even handle up to six nested
loops at once. And finally the SHARC has a hardware based pointer system. This pointer system
can automatically increment pointers by any value when the are used to access a memory location.
This makes any sort of memory access extremely efficient.
Several other commercially available processors offer computation speeds that were nearly
as fast or faster. However, due to the amount of data handling required for this task, the SHARC
has one very important advantage. It has extensive DMA capabilities that allow several memory
transfers to occur without processor intervention. In addition, the internal memory is configured
such that the DMA processes can access internal memory or external memory while the processor
is performing calculations on data in internal memory. This almost entirely removes the time
required for memory shuffling from the minimum time required to perform an FFT.
2.2 DSP System
The SHARC processors are used in many different DSP systems by several vendors. Many
types of systems ranging from more expensive and capable VME based systems to cheaper PC
based system were studied for this project. The requirements of the 1/f noise system necessitated an
architecture which included at least two processors to perform the calculations quickly in parallel, a
large amount of fast memory that was accessible by both processors and a digital interface capable
of communicating with the DAS at the rate required by the system.
The Snaggletooth board by Bittware Research Systems was chosen because it met the
requirements of the system for the lowest price. The base Snaggletooth board is a PC based ISA
card with two ADSP 21062 processors. It can be upgraded to have 16 MB of 1 wait state RAM,
4 Analog Devices Digital Signal Processing Data Sheet, (1994) Analog Devices, Inc.
s Ixthos IXLibs-21k Optimized DSP Librariesfor ADSP-21OXX Users Manual, (1995), Ixthos, Inc
and a high speed digital I/O interface. After some initial problems with the delivery of the product,
and a few undocumented software issues, the system has performed admirably.
2.3 Commercial Software Packages
The objective of this thesis was to get a system functioning that was able to perform the
required task, as quickly and cheaply as possible. For this reason, it was important that there were
commercially available libraries that performed the FFTs, and as many other necessary functions as
possible. Fortunately, there was a company (Ixthos) offering a library of optimized DSP routines
that met the requirements for this project. In addition, Bittware and Analog devices had extensive
libraries that were helpful in reducing development time.
The development effort required for this type of system is usually very deceptive. If the
system developer is not intimately aware of the properties of the hardware and software involved, it
quite often involves a huge learning curve. This leads to an abundance of situations where tasks
that seemed trivial based your current knowledge base suddenly become impossible due to some
aspect of the system that you have just discovered. This was especially true for this system.
Again due to the young age of the Analog Devices ADSP 2106X product line, this project
encountered many problems with the commercial software used by system. The initial release of
the libraries purchased from Ixthos contained several bugs varying in severity. The most major was
that none of the FFT routines provided produced the correct result. Their technical support was
very helpful in resolving the issues, and provided a temporary patch and eventually an update to the
product that solved all problems with the product. Similarly, the libraries provided by Bittware
exhibited similar difficulties. Routines simply did not function properly, and there were no
warnings of this fact in any of the documentation. In every case there was a patch or work around
readily available to resolve the problem. Unfortunately the real loss was the debug time required to
find these problems. Finding bugs in a commercial software library is extremely time consuming
because of the tendency to doubt the custom code around the commercial software.
Another side effect of the infancy of these products that contributed significantly to the
design time of the system was incomplete or obscure documentation. The fact that the Ixthos FFT
libraries disabled interrupts from being serviced while the FFT was being performed was not
mentioned anywhere in the documentation that described each of the functions. This fact was a
major inconvenience and significantly altered the design of the system late in the development
cycle. Bittware's documentation neglected to mention that it's software used one of the four DMA
channels on both processors. These types of problems seem to be common on new systems and
should be expected.
2.4 Data Acquisition System
The DAS used for this project is the latest version of the standard system used in all of
Lockheed Martin IR Imaging Systems FPA test stations. The system was developed jointly by
Lockheed Martin and Beltronics specifically for testing IR FPAs. At the heart of the system is a 3
MHz sample rate 16 bit Analog to Digital converter. The DAS high performance analog front end
has a 30 MHz bandwidth, with four gain modes, a + 10 volt offset and a ± 5 volt dynamic range (at
a gain of 1).
3 Custom System Components
3.1 Custom DAS to HSDIO Interface.
The custom interface box was designed for this thesis to convert between the different
interfaces used by the HSDIO and the Beltronics DAS. Both the HSDIO and the DAS use 16 bit
bi-directional interfaces, but are implemented quite differently and are completely incompatible.
Both are passive (i.e. must be written to and read from), and have different handshaking
methodology. In addition, the HSDIO uses 16 bi-directional lines to send and receive data, while
the DAS interface uses 16 dedicated output lines and 16 dedicated input lines. In addition to simply
converting the between the two interfaces, the interface box was designed with to be as fast as
possible while still minimizing the probability of errors being introduced into the data.
Figure 2 is the schematic of the custom interface box, which successfully bridges the
interface gap by using some simple buffers and a Programmable Logic Device (PLD). Table 1
and Table 2 are listings of the control signals and a description of their function for the HSDIO
and DAS interfaces respectively.
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Table 1: Listing of DAS Interface Control Signals
input
PFLAG
CTL1
CTLO
I/O
FFULL
Main Handshake signal to DAS. A rising edge on this signal
indicates that the DAS should begin a read/write operation.
On a read from the controller, the controller should have the
data available on the data lines before the signal rises. As
soon as PFLAG acknowledges the receipt of PCTL, the
controller should lower PCTL.
Main Handshake signal From DAS. A falling edge indicates
that the DAS has received the PCTL from the controller and
has either begun reading the data from the data lines or has
written data to the data lines. After a falling edge from
PCTL, PFLAG is raised to indicates that the DAS is ready
for another read/write operation.
This line, along with CTLO indicate the desired destination
of word that the DAS reads from the data lines.
This line, along with CTL1 indicate the desired destination
of word that the DAS reads from the data lines.
Indicates the direction of data transfers on the interface. A
low on this signal indicates that the DAS should write data to
the data lines. A high on this signal indicates that the DAS
should read data from the data lines.
This signal indicates that the FIFOs in the DAS have been
overrun. All data that is acquired while the FIFOs are full is
dropped. Once this signal goes high, it will not drop until the
DAS receives a reset.
Output
Input
Input
Input
Output
IOS
Internal Clear
Internal Sync
Internal Ready
External Read
External Write
External Clear
Output
Output
Output
Output
Input
Input
Input
Indicates the direction of data transfers on the interface.
When this signal is low, the HSDIO may be written to.
When it is high, the HSDIO may be read from. This signal is
controlled by the either processor on the Snaggletooth
board.
A low on this signal indicates that the HSDIO interface is
being cleared by either processor on the Snaggletooth board.
A generic signal that can be toggled by either processor on
the Snaggletooth board.
This signal indicates the status of the HSDIO FIFOs. When
IOS is high, a low on this signal indicates that the HSDIO
FIFOs are empty and should not be read from. A high
indicates that there is data in the FIFOs and the HSDIO
interface may be read from. When IOS is low, a low on this
signal indicates that the HSDIO FIFOs are full and should
not be written to. A high indicates that the FIFOs are not full
and the HSDIO interface may be written to. The state of this
line becomes invalid immediately after either a read or a
write. It becomes valid again 45 ns after the falling edge of
External Read on a read from the HSDIO interface or after
the rising edge of External Write on a write to the HSDIO
interface.
A falling edge on this signal initiates a read from the HSDIO
interface. Before External Read falls, it must have been high
for at least 15 ns and must stay low for at least 45 ns. In
addition, the data to be read from the HSDIO becomes
available 45 ns after External Write goes low and remains
valid for 10 ns after it goes high.
A rising edge on this signal initiates a write to the HSDIO
interface. Before External Write rises, it must have been low
for at least 20 ns and must stay high for at least 20 ns. In
addition, the data to be written to the HSDIO must have been
present and settled on the data lines for at least 15 ns before
it rises.
This signal allows the external device to clear the HSDIO
External Sync Input
interface. It Can be configured to cause an interrupt on either
processor on the Snaggletooth board.
A generic signal that can be used by the external device to
signal the Snaggletooth board. It can be configured to cause
an interrupt on either processor on the Snaggletooth board
when this signal goes low.
Table 2: Listing of HSDIO Interface Control Signals
The PLD is the heart of the interface, and actively reads from and writes to both the SDAS
and HSDIO depending on the state of each interfaces control lines. To achieve this, it first
determines the direction of the data flow by the state of the HSDIO's IOS line. Because this line
exactly matches the functionality of the DAS I/O signal, except for polarity, the PLD inverts this
signal and passes it directly to the DAS. If IOS is high, the PLD attempts to read data from the
HSDIO interface and write it to the DAS.
To write to the DAS, the state of it's CTLO and CTL1 lines must first be set to determine
the destination of the data to be written. Table 3 lists the destination of the data for each of the
possible combinations of CTLO and CTL1. Because the HSDIO interface does not have the
facilities to accomplish this, the PLD must read two words from the HSDIO interface for every one
word it writes to the DAS. The first word is not sent on to the DAS. Instead, Bits 15 and 16 are
latched by the PLD to drive CTLO and CTL1 respectively. The second word is then passed on to
the DAS. The reduction in throughput that this causes is negligible because very few words are
written to the DAS at the beginning of each FFT test to configure it.
I nI It I it 13 I 15114 I uutput wora I
0 1 Bit 16 Bit 15 Bit 14 Iteration Count
1 0 Bit 16 Bit 15 Bit 14 Pixel Count
0 0 1 1 1 Gain
0 0 0 0 1 Offset
0 0 1 0 1 Delay
o o 0 1 1 Configuration word
Table 3: Listing of DAS Data ports
To begin the process of writing to the DAS the PLD first monitors the state of the HSDIO's
Internal Ready line. If it is high, then data is available for reading. If it is low the PLD simply waits
until it goes high. The handshaking proceeds as follows: if Internal Ready is high (The FIFOs are
not empty) and Internal Clear is high (HSDIO is not being cleared), the PLD lowers External Read.
160 ns later it raises External Read. At the same time it latches the data from Bit 16 on CTL1 and
the data from Bit 15 on CTLO. 40 ns after that it checks the state of Internal Ready and Internal
Clear again. If both are still high, it starts the second read by lowering External Read. 160 ns later
it begins the DAS write cycle by raising PCTL. It holds in this condition until the DAS lowers
PFLAG acknowledging the write command. When the PLD receives the low signal on PFLAG it
immediately lowers PCTL and raises External Read. When the DAS Raises PFLAG again, this
I
signifies the end of the process. The PLD begins the cycle once again by monitoring the state of
Internal Ready.
If the IOS line is low, the PLD must read data from the DAS and write it to the HSDIO. To
begin this process it once again monitors the status of the Internal Ready line. If it is high, then the
HSDIO's FIFOs have enough room in them to accept more data. If it is low the PLD simply waits
until it goes high. The handshaking proceeds as follows: if Internal Ready is high (The FIFOs are
not full) and Internal Clear is high (HSDIO is not being cleared), the PLD raises PCTL and lowers
External Write. When the DAS responds by raising PFLAG, meaning the data requested is
available on the data lines, the PLD lowers PCTL and raises External Write. To end the process the
PLD waits for 120 ns then checks to see if PFLAG is low. If it isn't, the PLD continues waiting
until PFALG goes low. At this point the process starts over again.
The remaining lines on both interfaces (FFULL on the DAS and External Clear, External
Sync, Internal Clear and Internal Sync on the HSDIO) are used for communicating special
situations. FFULL on the DAS indicates that it's FIFOs are full. If this occurs during a test, then
data is being generated faster than it is being processed, and the test being performed exceeds the
maximum rate allowed by the system. The PLD senses FFULL and if the HSDIO is currently
reading from the DAS it lowers External Clear. This halts any further data transfers to the HSDIO
and generates an interrupt in Processor 0 on the Snaggletooth board.
External Sync set low by PLD to indicate to the HSDIO board that the DAS has been sent a
reset and has acknowledged it's completion. When External Sync goes low, an interrupt is
generated in both processors on the Snaggletooth board. Because every command sequence sent to
the DAS ends with a reset, this interrupt informs the processors when the DAS has received a
command sequence and is ready for further action. External Sync is raised again by the PLD when
either the HSDIO interface is cleared (Internal Clear goes low) or a processor lowers Internal Sync.
3.2 Custom DSP Processor code.
To process the data fast enough to keep up with the data coming in from the DAS, great
care must be taken in how the data gets handled once it is read from the HSDIO interface. The
great bulk of the work done for this thesis involved perfecting this process given the characteristics
of the ADSP 2106X processors and the various pieces of commercial software used for the project.
Figures 3 and 4 show flow diagrams for the working software for processor 0 and processor 1
respectively.
The tasks the two processors perform are slightly different for 2 major reasons. First, the
HSDIO interface can only be written to by processor 1 and read from by processor 0. Second, 2
clock cycles per data point could be saved by having processor 0 unpack the raw data from the DAS
for both processors while processor 1 accumulates the power from both FFTs' results.
3.2.1 Processor 0 code.
The flow for processor O's program is as follows (see Appendix A.1 for a listing or Figure 3
for a flow diagram): processor 0 starts by setting FLAGO. FLAGO is a readable by the host PC and
is used to inform the PC when the DSP processors have finish the FFT's. Next, processor 0 starts
it's initialization routine. This does several tasks. First, it sets the processor up in the proper state.
The ADSP 2106X SHARC processor has several registers that determine the characteristics of it's
operation, such as how it accesses external memory, which interrupts it responds to and a variety of
other features. It then initializes and configures the DMA channels that will be used during the
test. It's last task is to initialize all of the variables that will be used during the test.
After initialization, processor 0 waits for processor 1 to finish it's initialization. It does this
using a message register. Each of the processors has 8 message registers that are specifically for
inter-processor communication. Several of these registers are used throughout the program to keep
the two processors synchronized. The registers are used just like handshake lines on a digital
interface. An example of their usage is as follows: processor 0 writes a specific value to a message
register in processor 1. It then monitors it's own corresponding message register for a response.
Processor 1, after finding that the proper value in it's message register, writes the proper response
value in the corresponding message register in processor 0. After receiving the proper value in it's
message register, each processor clears that message register so that it can sense the next use of that
message register. In this manner, both processors can be synchronized to a particular point in their
respective programs independent of which processor reaches the synchronization routine first.
Processor 0 then initializes it's link port interface with the HSDIO interface. It waits until
this point before opening the link to the HSDIO interface, because it must be sure that the HSDIO
interface has been reset. Processor 1 resets the HSDIO interface just before the most recent
synchronization in it's own initialization routine. At this point both processors are ready to begin
processing. Processor 0 calls it's start_das 2 hsdio routine which begins by waiting for the
reset_comp flag to be set.
The reset_comp flag is set by another routine (hsdioisr) that is an interrupt service routine.
This interrupt service routine is called by the processor when an interrupt is generated by the
HSDIO interface. When the hsdio isr routine is called it checks the HSDIO's status word. The
status word indicates what signal from the DAS/HSDIO interface box caused the interrupt. For this
project, the HSDIO interface is configure such that, two things can cause it to generate an interrupt,
and both are as a result of signals from the DAS/HSDIO interface box. The first is when the
DAS/HSDIO interface raises the External Clear signal. The DAS/HSDIO interface raises this
signal to indicate that the DAS has overrun it's FIFO. This indicates that the 1/f noise test station is
not keeping up with the data being generated.
The second signal that can an interrupt is the External Sync signal. The HSDIO/DAS
interface raises this signal after the DAS acknowledges that it has been reset. When the hsdio_isr
receives this signal it sets the reset_comp flag and exits.
After the start_das_2_ hsdio routine sees the reset_comp flag, it resets the HSDIO interface
and configures it to read data from the DAS. It then transfers one data point plus ten frames of data
from the DAS and discards it. The single data point is discarded because the HSDIO interface has a
pipeline that contains a bogus piece of data after a reset. The ten frames of data are discarded
because of the possibility of the first several data points from the DAS being noisier than data that
is taken later. This sort of start up phenomena is common in the Beltronics style DAS's and must
be corrected for.
When this initial data transfer is complete processor 0 begins transferring in the first full set
of data. Table 4 lists the order in which the data, which is packed and unsorted, is transferred in
from the DAS. Because of this ordering, data can not be processed as soon as it is transferred in.
Instead, the first full 32 channel by 8192 data point data set is transferred in. It can now be
processed while the next full data set is transferred in. Once the first data set is in, the
start_das 2 hsdio routine completes and processor 0 is ready to start processing FFTs.
2
15
16
17
131071
131072 (8192*32/2)
4
30
32
2
30
32
1
1
1
2
8192
8192
3
29
31
1
29
31
1
1
1
2
8192
8192
Table 4: Data Packing and Sort order
At this point, two loops are initiated. The outer loop counts the number of averages or
complete data sets processed. This loop is executed as many times as specified by the host PC. At
the beginning of each average, the data for the first two pixels is moved from global memory to
processor O's local memory. In this transfer process, the data is properly sorted, but is not
unpacked. Also, before the last average, processor 0 stops reading data from the HSDIO interface.
Both processors can then perform FFTs on the last data set at their maximum rate without waiting
for data to be acquired by the DAS. This can save significant time when performing FFTs on FPAs
that have very slow data rates. For the FPA this system was designed for, the time savings are
minimal.
The inner loop counts the number of pixels processed in the current data set. This loop is
executed once for every two pixels in a single frame of data. The number of pixels in a frame of
data is also downloaded by the host PC. Inside this loop the processor starts by reading the next
segment of data from the HSDIO interface. The size of the segment of data is the same as the
length of the FFT, even though two FFT are being processed (one by each processor). This is
because the two data points are packed into each word read from the HSDIO interface, as in Table
4.
Next, processor 0 calls a routine called decode_raw (see Appendix A.2 for a listing of this
routine). Decode_raw is an assembly routine written for this project that unpacks the raw data and
performs all of the operations on it that are necessary to prepare it for processing. Below is a listing
of what this routine accomplishes on each raw data word:
* Load window value
* Unpack least significant 16 bit word from 32 bit raw data word
* Convert from integer to floating point
* Multiply by window value
* Store in processor l's local memory
* Unpack most significant 16 bit word from 32 bit raw data word
* Convert from integer to floating point
* Multiply by window value
* Store in processor O's local memory
By carefully designing this routine, it was made to perform all of this in just three clock
cycles per data point. The completion of this routine leaves each processor with a complete set of
data in it's local memory that is ready for processing.
At this point the two processors are re-synchronized. Processor 0 then initiates FFT routine
which takes approximately 13.8 clock cycles per data point.
After the FFT, if this is not the last two pixels data in the current average, the next set of
raw packed data is read into internal memory. The raw data is not transferred in for the last two
pixels processed because the last segment of data in the next data set is still being transferred in
from the DAS. As explained earlier, because of the way the data is sorted, processing cannot begin
on a data set until it has been completely transferred in from the DAS. Unfortunately, the processor
must wait for this DMA transfer to complete before continuing. This is because either the external
bus or the array that holds this data is in use during the entire time spent inside the loops. This
transfer from external memory takes two cycles per data point.
The last step in the loop is to wait for the data transfer from the DAS to complete, then
transfer this segment of data out to external memory. Since initiating this transfer was the first step
in the loop, this allows the processors to process data during the entire time that data is being
transferred in from the DAS. The only time when data is not being transferred in from the DAS is
while the segment of data is transferred out to external memory. This only takes two clock cycles
per data point, and it's effect is minimized by the FIFOs on both the DAS and the HSDIO interface.
This marks the end of the inner loop. Counting up all of the cycles used in the inner loop
gives a good estimate of the maximum speed that may be achieved by the system. The steps listed
above total 20.8 processor clock cycles per data point. With a processor clock speed of 40 MHz,
this gives a maximum data rate from the FPA of:
40 MHz clock rate/20.8 cycles per data point per processor*2 processors = 3.84 MHz.
If the inner loop terminates at this point, marking the completion of an average, processor 0
checks to see if the DAS has overrun it's buffers. If it has, processor 0 uses it's flags to indicate to
the host PC that it encountered an error, and that the DSP processors have stopped processing.
Processor 0 then immediately halts. The DAS data overrun check is performed here for two
reasons. First, because the overrun occurred on the data that is about to be processed, all results
from FFTs that have already been calculated are uncorrupted and can potentially be salvaged
(although no provisions have been made for this in the existing code). In addition, it allows for the
simple addition of a future optimization. If processor 0 detects a data overrun, it could request that
processor 1 resets the DAS, then it could collect another set of data. This would allow the system
to operate in the mode where it collected data, then processed it in serial, which would trade off
total test time for a higher maximum data rate from the FPA.
After the completion of both loops, processor 0 waits for processor 1 to finish up all of it's
final calculations. It then calls the final_power calc routine which converts the accumulated power
results to average bits RMS. It is left up to the host PC to finish converting the results to the most
frequently used units of Volts per root Hz. This is because this conversion involves information
that the DSP processor does not have such as DAS analog gain and FPA frame rate.
At this point processor 0 signals the host PC that it has finished performing the
required FFTs and terminates. The host PC can then retrieve the results it requires from the
Snaggletooth boards external memory when the PC senses that the processors have completed their
task.
Processor 0
Calculation Flow
Figure 3: Processor 0 Calculation Flow
3.2.2 Processor 1 code.
The flow for processor l's program is similar that of processor O's but is far simpler. A
description of it follows (see Appendix A.3 for a listing, or Figure 4 for a block diagram). Processor
1 starts by running it's initialization routine (initialize_memory). This routine is similar to the
processor O's initialization routine and begins by setting up the processor's configuration registers.
Processor 1 then initializes and configures the DMA channels that will be used during the test. And
finally, it initializes all of the variables that will be used during the test. This includes initializing
the accumulator array to zero.
When the initialization routine returns, processor 1 calls the HSDIO initialization routine
(initialize_hsdio). This routine resets the HSDIO interface then configures it to write to the DAS.
It also initializes the link port through which the processor is able to write to the DAS via the
HSDIO interface.
At this point the two processors synchronize by the method described in the section 3.2.1.
Processor 1 then calls the reset_sdas routine which simply writes the value to the HSDIO interface
that resets the DAS. This is the extent of the communication required by this processor with the
DAS as the software is currently configured. To implement the upgrade described in section 3.2.1
that would allow processor 0 to request that processor 1 reset the DAS upon sensing that the DAS
had overrun its FIFOs, the reset_sdas routine would have to be rewritten. It would have to be
implemented as an interrupt service routine that was callable through the ADSP 2106X's virpt
feature. This feature allows one processor to cause an interrupt on another processor, and give it the
address of the interrupt service routine that should handle it.
Processor 1 then enters two nested loops similar to the ones described for processor 0. The
outer loop counts the number of averages that have been completed, while the inner one counts the
number of pixels completed within the current data set. Upon starting each of these loops,
processor 1 sets the status of it's FLAG 0 and FLAG 1 for the pixel number loop and the average
number loops respectively. It sets the FLAG 0 based on the current pixel number and FLAG 1 on
the current average. Because these flags control LED's on the Snaggletooth board, they provide the
system operator with valuable visual feedback on the operational status of the system.
Immediately after entering the loops, processor 1 synchronizes with processor 0. It then
starts a DMA process that transfers the previous accumulated results out to external memory. Next
it waits 40 cycles then starts a DMA process that loads the next 2 pixels accumulated results into
it's local memory. This seemingly simple set of memory transfers is configured this way for several
complicated reasons. Processor 1 uses a routine called add to_accum to add the results from both
processor's current FFT results to the accumulated results from their respective pixels previous
FFTs. This routine performs the operation in place, which simply means that it reads the previous
accumulated results from the same location that it writes the new accumulated results to. The result
of this is that the location from which the first DMA process reads the previous pixels accumulator
is the same as the location that the second DMA process writes the new pixels accumulator.
The intent of starting these DMA processes at this point is that they complete during the
time that the FFTs are being computed, while the external bus is not in use. During the rest of the
loop, the external bus is in heavy demand, and any use of it would increase the minimum time
required to compute each FFT. Because the two memory transfers are acting on the same memory
location, it is very important that the DMA process that is reading the next accumulators results into
the array do so after the results from the previous accumulation have been written to external
memory. Normally the two DMA processes would be done serially, with the first DMA process
generating an interrupt upon completion. The interrupts service routine would then start the next
DMA process. In this case, however, interrupts are not an option because the commercial FFT
library takes liberties with the configuration of the processor that require them to disable interrupts
from occurring while the routine is being executed. This is to prevent any interrupt service routine
from trying to execute with the processor so configured.
In this case, an alternative to using interrupts is to take advantage of the way that the
SHARC processors DMA engine decides which DMA process has access to the external bus. The
four external DMA channels are 6, 7, 8 and 9. The DMA engine gives priority to the lowest
numbered channel that is requesting access to the external bus. The DMA process that is
transferring the previous pixels data out to external memory is performed on the lower channel
number. Therefore, it is always given access to the external bus, and is guaranteed to complete first
without interference by the second DMA process. The 40 cycle delay between starting the two
process is to give the first process time to get started, and give some buffer in case there are any
delays that case the first process to stall for a short period of time.
Immediately after the second DMA process is initiated, the processor begins executing the
FFT, which takes 13.8 cycles per data point. When processor 1 finishes the FFT, it verifies that
both DMA processes have completed their transfers. When they are complete, processor 1 calls an
assembly routine called add_to_accum (see appendix A.4). This routine performs the accumulation
process on the FFT results. Below is a listing of the what this routine accomplishes:
* Load the real FFT results into a register
* Load the imaginary FFT results into a register
* Square the real portion of the FFT
* Load the accumulator results into a register
* Add the squared real portion to the accumulator
* Square the imaginary portion of the FFT
* Add the squared imaginary portion to the accumulator
* Store the new accumulator
Again by carefully designing this assembly routine, the processor is able to perform all of
this in just three clock cycles per data point. The routine performs these operation on the results
from Processor l's FFT first. Next it verifies that processor 0 has completed writing it's FFT
results in processor l's local memory, then performs the same steps on processor O's results.
During the last average, if the host PC set processor l's debug flag, processor 1 stores the
results of last data sets FFT in external memory. This can be useful for debugging many aspects of
the system. When processor 1's debug flag is set, at the completion of the program external
memory contains the average FFT results, the result of the last FFT and the last data set. If the
debug flag is not set, external memory contains the average FFT results, and the last two data sets.
Typically this flag should not be set because it requires additional time to transfer the last FFT's
results to external memory.
Upon completion of these two loops, processor 1 transfers the last accumulator result from
local memory to external memory. Next, processor 1 synchronizes with processor 0 to let it know
that all of the data is now available in external memory. Finally, Processor 1 turns off its flags and
terminates. Adding up the number of cycles it takes processors 1 to complete its tasks shows that
processor 1 is only busy for about 16.8 cycles per data point (compared to processor O's 20.8). This
leaves the theoretical maximum FFT speed at 3.84 MHz as dictated by processor 0.
The placement of the synchronization points within the loops of the two processors is
intended to force them into a lock-step mode that optimizes usage of the external bus. The
sequence that result is that both processors perform an FFT. Next processor 0 performs some
necessary memory overhead. And finally processor 0 prepares the next 2 pixels data points while
processor 1 adds the results from the last 2 pixels FFT's to their respective accumulators.
Processor 1
Calculation Flow
Figure 4: Processor 1 Calculation Flow
4 Final System Performance and Beyond
4.1 Final System Performance
4.1.1 Accuracy
The task of verifying the accuracy of the 1/f noise test station is a difficult one. There are
several areas were errors might be introduced into the system. From the system perspective, the
performance of the analog signal chain in the DAS and the effects of the analog to digital
conversion process are extremely important, and a potential source of many types of errors.
However, the performance of the analog portion of the DAS is extremely complicated, and it's
complete characterization has the potential being a thesis level project in and of itself. For the
purposes of this thesis, the analog input from the DAS is assumed to be acceptable. It is after all a
commercially purchased piece of equipment whose performance is beyond the scope of this task.
Beyond the Analog portion of the DAS, the first and most basic check involves verifying
the integrity of the digital data through the entire process. Potential data errors are:
1) Dropped data words e.g. sequence 0x12, 0x16, 0x14 is received as 0x12, 0x14 (most
probable source: DAS or DAS to HSDIO interface)
2) Bit errors e.g. 0x12 is received as Ox15 (most probable source: DAS to HSDIO interface)
3) Data sorting errors e.g. sequence 0x12, 0x16, 0x14 is received as 0x12, 0x14, Oxl6 (most
probable source: software inconsistencies)
To aid in calibration and diagnostics, the DAS is able to generate a stepped wave form. The
wave form (shown in Figure 5) consists of a repeating signal that contains eight equally sized
discrete steps. The eight steps are approximately -2.1 Volts, 2.1 Volts, -1.5 Volts, 1.5 Volts, -0.9
Volts, 0.9 Volts, -0.3 Volts and 0.3 Volts. To test data integrity, the stepped wave form was input
into the DAS. The DAS then samples the wave form once at each level. By passing the proper
parameters to the DSP processors (setting the number pixels per frame to 8), they will then perform
an FFTs on the data from each of the 8 levels. The FFT from each of the levels should appear as a
low noise signal with a the proper DC level.
This type of wave form tests for all three data errors described above. 1) If the system
drops even a single data word during the test, the result is a significant amount of noise on all eight
of the steps. 2) Bit errors are most likely to occur when many bits are changing, and the step wave
form swings a very large part of the DAS's input dynamic range (which in turn causes many bits to
change), bit errors are likely to be detected. Bit errors will manifest themselves as additional noise
on one, some or all of the steps. 3) If the system does not sort the data properly, it will show up in
one of two ways. First, if the system mixes the data between channels, the error will manifest itself
as a significant amount of noise on some or all of the channels. Second, if the system mixes the
data for whole FFTs, the steps in the results will not be in the same order as the input wave form.
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Figure 5: Stepped Wave Form Used to Test Data Integrity
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Figure 6: Plot of Eight Noise Spectra of Stepped Input
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Figure 6 is a plot of the noise spectra for all eight of the steps. From these plots, it can be
seen that there are no noise effects that are consistent with the types of errors listed above.
Although the noise measured on each of the eight levels is slightly higher than the minimum noise
measurable by the system (see Figure 7), it is less than that the noise that would be contributed by
the errors this test was designed to catch. The additional noise is consistent with the performance
of the test circuit used to generate the signals as measured DAS during is acceptance testing. In
addition, the eight steps came out in the expected order, which indicates that there were no data re-
ordering problems.
After verifying the integrity of the data being obtained from the DAS, it is necessary to
make sure the 1/f noise test station is not adversely affecting the performance of the DAS by
introducing noise into the sensitive analog portion of its circuitry. The simplest way to measure this
is by grounding the analog input of the DAS. This type of measurement is routinely performed on
the DAS to verify that it is operating properly. The results from this type of test are well known.
With its input grounded and configured for a gain of two and zero offset, the DAS typically
produces between 90 ýpV and 120pV RMS noise. When this test was performed using the 1/f noise
test station, it produced 96 jiV RMS (see Table 5). The noise spectra from this test should appear
relatively flat with no significant spikes. A spike in the spectra indicates an external noise source
that is adversely affecting the performance of the DAS. Figure 8 shows the very flat noise spectra
resulting from this test which indicates the system is functioning properly.
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Figure 7: Noise Spectra from Ground Input Test
The final step in validating the accuracy of the 1/f noise test stations results is to verify the
magnitude and frequency of the FFT results. To verify the magnitude of the results, all of the tests
performed in this section were run with the debug flag described in Section 3.2.2 set. This left the
last raw data set and results of the FFTs performed on it in memory at the end of the test. If the
magnitude of the DC signal and the RMS noise calculated from both the FFT results and the raw
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data match, then all of the power from the raw data is being reflected in the FFT results. The power
is not guaranteed to be in the proper frequency bin, but it is present.
Table 5 is a summary of the results from the all of the test performed in this section. During
this test, the debug flag described in Section 3.2.2 was set. This table compares the DC signal level
and RMS noise obtained from the output of the last averages FFT with that obtained from the raw
data. In all cases, the percentage difference between the raw data and the FFT results is within 1E-6
percent. This is a good indication that the magnitude of the FFT results is very accurate.
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Table 5: Comparison of Magnitude of FFT Results vs. Raw Data
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The frequency accuracy of the system was verified by performing an FFT on a pure sine
source with a known frequency. Two different sine sources were measured with both the 1/f noise
test station and an Hewlett Packard 3561A spectrum analyzer. Both systems produced similar
result for both frequency and magnitude. The 3561A is a calibrated piece of equipment and is
sufficient to verify the performance of the station. Figure 8 shows the results of an FFT performed
on a 5 KHz sine source.
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Figure 8: FFT of 5 KHz Sine Wave
4.1.2 Data Throughput
In terms of computational performance, the maximum data rate that the system could
sustain real time calculations was measured to be 1.675 MHz. While this is fast enough to meet the
requirements for this thesis, the value is significantly lower than the value estimated by the number
of clock cycles used by each portion of the program. Upon closer inspection, it was found that the
transfer rate from the DAS to the HSDIO is currently limiting the performance of the system.
Figure 9 shows an oscilloscope photo of the DAS interface's PCTL and PFLAG, as well as the
HSDIO interface's External Write while the interface is operating at it's maximum speed. Note
that all three of the signals in the picture are inverted. From the rising edge of PCTL (falling edge
in picture) to the rising edge of PFLAG (falling edge in picture), it takes the DAS 400 ns to
complete a read operation. It takes the HSDIO interface 200 ns to complete it's write operation
(from rising edge of External Write to falling edge of External Write again inverted in photo).
For characterization purposes, DSP software was modified such that processor 0 no longer
waited for the link port DMA to complete. Under these conditions, the system was able to perform
FFTs on data coming in at 3.62 MHz, which is very close the predicted performance of the system.
'---
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Figure 9: Oscilloscope Photo of DAS to HSDIO Interface Operating at Maximum Speed
4.1.3 Overall Performance versus Thesis Goals
In addition to the verification tests as described in Section 4.1, this 1/f noise system was
integrated into a production FPA test station. The 1/f noise system was able to perform the FFTs on
the FPAs data at the rate that it was generated (1.4 MHz). This level of performance reduced test
time by a factor of 20. Thus clearly the 1/f noise test station met or exceeded all of it's goals.
4.2 Potential Upgrades to the System
The system was designed with flexibility in mind. It should be useful for most FPA
configurations with a minimum of work. The most beneficial upgrade to the system would be
investigating the cause of the slow transfer rate from the DAS to the HSDIO interface. A simple
change to the PLD could move the HSDIO write phase to very soon after PFLAG goes low. Thedata is available at this point, but it was decided that it should be given time to settle. This simple
change would increase the interfaces data rate to 2.5 MHz. Any increase beyond this would involve
modification to the DAS design. This should eventually be looked into.
Another optimization to the system that could make operate at much higher speeds is implementing
the FIFO data overrun reset mentioned in section 3.2.1. This would make the system operate in a
mode were it collected data then performed FFTs on it in serial. This trades significantly higherdata rates for longer total test time.
The final optimization that should be considered is expanding the utilization of the system.
A simple DSP program could be written that calculated average signal level and RMS noise on data
acquired from the DAS. All current methods of doing this involve reading the data from the DAS
into a host computer which does the necessary calculations. Unfortunately, getting data into the
host computers is limited to a maximum of 500 KHz on all of the interfaces currently available to
the computers used for testing. The DSP system has already proven that it could read data at much
higher rates. Using the system in this way would reduce test times for nearly every test station in
use.
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Appendix A Processor Code Listing
A.1 Processor 0 C Code for 8192 point FFT (8KFFTPO.C):
#include <math.h>
#include <macros.h>
#include <signal.h>
#include <fftl.h>
#include <21060.h>
#include <def21060.h>
asm("#include <def21060.h>");
#define FFTLEN (int)8192 // Size of FFT input/output array
#include "fftpx.h"
extern void decoderaw(void);
void initialize_memory(void);
void final_powercalc(void);
void startdas_2 hsdio(void);
void hsdioisr(int value);
void raw link dma isr(int value);
void rawext dmaisr(int value);
void data_unpack_dma_isr(int value);
void postffit dma_isr(int value);
struct ext_tran raw 2 ext, raw_fnrmext;
struct ext_tran real 2p l;
struct pm_ext_tran imag_2_pl;
struct link tran pingpong;
volatile int ffi_dma_comp = 0;
volatile int pfft _dma_comp = 0;
volatile int raw in ext dma comp = 0;
volatile int raw_inlink_dma_comp = 0;
volatile int reset_comp = 0;
volatile int dasdataoverrun = 0;
volatile int *p0_done_overhead = (int *)(MSGRO);
volatile int *pl_done_overhead = (int *)(MSGRO+PI_MP_OFFSET);
volatile int *pO raw data-ready = (int *)(MSGR1);
volatile int *pl rawdataready = (int *)(MSGR1+P l_MP_OFFSET);
volatile int *plpfft_ dma comp = (int *)(MSGR2+P1_MPOFFSET);
volatile int *p0_cur icr value = (int *)(MSGR3);
float in[ FFTLEN ] segment( seg_in );
float pm window[POWLEN] segment( seg_wind);
float real[ FFTLEN ] segment( segreal );
float pm imag[ FFTLEN ] segment( seg_imag);
float tbuffer[ FFTLEN ] segment( seg_tbuf);
int *raw data = (int *) EXT_MEM_OFFSET; // array of size FFTLEN*MAXROWS in segment seg_ext
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float *all_accum = (float *) (EXTMEM_OFFSET+FFTLEN*MAXROWS); // array of size POWLEN*MAXROWS
in segment seg_ext
int *ext_window = (int *)(EXT MEM_OFFSET+(FFTLEN+POWLEN)*MAXROWS); //array of size POWLEN in
segment seg_ext
int *passed num avg = (int *)(EXT_MEM_OFFSET+(FFTLEN+POWLEN)*MAXROWS+POWLEN);
int *passed_numrows = (int *)(EXT_MEM_OFFSET+(FFTLEN+POWLEN)*MAXROWS+POWLEN+ 1);
// Used by Proc 1 for debug
int *save_last fft = (int *)(EXT MEM_OFFSET+(FFTLEN+POWLEN)*MAXROWS+POWLEN+2);
float *last ffi;
int *lastdata;
int fit len = FFTLEN;
float fft lenf= FFTLENF;
int pow_len = POWLEN;
int tbuf len = POWLEN;
int num rows;
int num_avg;
float num rowsf;
int half rows;
float half rowsf;
float num_avgf;
int row_cnt, avg_cnt;
volatile int postffit dma_cnt = 1;
float avg_ffi_time;
volatile unsigned int timer cnt;
void main( void) {
// Turn on FLAGO to indicate to PC that FFT program is running
asm("bit set MODE2 FLGOO;"); // Bit 15: FLAGO l=output 0=input
asm("bit set MODE2 FLG10;"); // Bit 16: FLAG1 1=output O=input
asm("bit clr ASTAT FLGO;"); // Set Flag 0
asm("bit set ASTAT FLG1;"); // Clear Flag 1
*p0_done_overhead = 0;
*pO raw data ready = 0;
initialize_memory();
*pl_done_overhead = 1;
while(!(*p0_done_overhead));
// Setup HSDIO interrupt handling
asm("bit set MODE2 IRQ2E;"); // Makes HSDIO interrupt edge sensitive
clear_interrupt(SIG_IRQ2);
interruptf(SIGIRQ2,hsdio_isr);
asm("bit set IMASK IRQ2I;"); // Bit 6: Interrupt enable for IRQ2
// Setup Link Port DMA Channel 3 (Used to read data from HSDIO & DAS)
LINKCOM = OxO;
*( (volatile int *) LAR) = Ox0003FEFF; // Assign LBUF2 to Link Port 3; All others disabled
*( (volatile int *) LCTL) = 0x00000700; // Link Buffer 2 Enabled, Recieve, DMA Enabled, Chaining
// Enabled; All others disabled
clear interrupt(SIG_LP2I);
interruptf(SIG_LP2I,raw_link_dma_isr);
asm("bit set IMASK LP2I;"); // Bit 15: Interupt enable for Link port channel 3 DMA
*pldone_overhead = 0;
*p0_done_overhead = 0;
timer set(1,OxFFFFFFFF);
timer cnt = timeron();
startdas 2_hsdio();
for(avg_cnt = 0 ; avg_cnt < num avg ; avg_cnt++) {
// stop tranfers once all data has been taken
if (avg_cnt == num avg-1) {
raw 2_ext.ChainPtr = (void *)(0 I DISABLE_INTERUPT);
raw 2 ext.ExtIndex = ext_window;
timercnt -= timer off();
// Shut down HSDIO interface
asm("bit clr IMASK IRQ2I;"); // Bit 6: Interrupt disable for IRQ2
// 0001 1110 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 das2pc, cleared, disable interrupts
*pO cur icrvalue = OxlE000000;
ICR_REG = *p0_curicrvalue;}
// Transfer in first rows raw data for unpacking
raw_frmext.ExtIndex = (void *)((int)raw data +((avg_cnt+l)%2)*fft len*half rows);
CHNPTR8 = &(rawfrmext.IntIndex);
while(!fftdmacomp);
ffitdma comp = 0;
for(row_cnt = 0 ; row_cnt < halfrows; row_cnt++) {
if (avg_cnt < num_avg-1) {
CHNPTR4 = &(pingpong.Intlndex);
}
decoderaw();
// Synchronize with P1
*pl raw_dataready = 1;
while(!(*p0 raw_data_ready));
*pO raw_data_ready = 0;
rfft2_8192(in, real, imag);
// start post fft dma
CHNPTR6 = &(real_2_p1.Intlndex);
while(!pfft dmacomp);
pfftdmacomp = 0;
// Transfer in next rows raw data
if (rowcnt < halfrows-1) {
raw_frmext.ExtIndex = (void *)( (int)raw_data +
((avg_cnt+l)%2)*fftlen*half rows + (row_cnt+l)%half rows );
CHNPTR8 = &(raw_frmext.IntIndex);
while(!fft dmacomp);
ffi_dmacomp = 0;
}
if (avg_cnt < num_avg-1) {
while(!rawin link dma comp);
raw in link_dma comp = 0;
raw 2 ext.ExtIndex =
(void *)((int)raw_data + (avg_cnt0 /o2) * fftlen * halfrows + row_cnt*fftlen);
CHNPTR7 = &(raw-2_ext.IntIndex);
while(!raw in ext dma comp);
raw in ext_dma_comp = 0;
}
}
// DAS has overrun FIFOs Data Rate too high
if (das data_overrun&&(avg_cnt < num_avg-1)) {
asm("bit set ASTAT FLGO;"); // Clear Flag 0
return;
}
}
// wait for P1 to finish it's tasks
while(!(*p0_done_overhead));
*pl_done_overhead = 1;
*pOdone overhead = 0;
avg_fft time = timer_cnt/(float)(fftlen*num avg*num_rows);
final_powercalc();
asm("bit set ASTAT FLGO;"); // Clear Flag 0
}
void initialize memory() {
int cnt, cnt2=0;
// Set External Wait Register
*( (volatile int *) WAIT) = WAITSTATE;
// Set External Memory Size
*( (volatile int *) SYSCON) &= OxFFFFOFFF;
*( (volatile int *) SYSCON) I= (MEMSIZE << 12);
// Setup External Port DMA Channel 0
DMACNTRL6 = 0x2000; // 0010 0000 0000 0000 FLUSH
clear interrupt(SIG_EPOI);
interruptf(SIG_EPOI,post_fft dma_isr);
asm("bit set IMASK EPOI;"); // Bit 18: Interupt enable for External port channel 0 DMA
// Setup External Port DMA Channel 1
DMACNTRL7 = 0x2000; // 0010 0000 0000 0000 FLUSH
clearinterrupt(SIG_EP 1 I);
interruptf(SIG_EP1I,raw_ext_dma_isr);
asm("bit set IMASK EPII;"); // Bit 16: Interupt enable for External port channel 2 DMA
// Setup External Port DMA Channel 2
DMACNTRL8 = 0x2000; // 0010 0000 0000 0000 FLUSH
clear interrupt(SIG_EP2I);
interruptf(SIG_EP2I,data_unpack dma isr);
asm("bit set IMASK EP2I;"); // Bit 17: Interupt enable for External port channel 2 DMA
asm("bit set MODE 1 IRPTEN;"); // Bit 12: Global interrupt enable
num_avgf= num_avg = *passednumavg;
num_rowsf = numrows = *passed_num rows;
half rowsf = half rows = num rows/2;
last fft = (void *)((int)rawdata +((numavg+1)%2)*fftlen*halfrows);
last_data = (void *)((int)raw_data +(num avg0/o2)*fft_len*half rows);
/*
//This section is used for debug. It puts known data in raw_data to verify FFT's
for ( cnt=0 ; cnt < fftlen ; cnt++) {
for ( cnt2=0 ; cnt2 < halfrows ; cnt2++) {
raw_data[ cnt * halfrows + cnt2 + ffi_len*half rows ] =
raw_data[ cnt * halfrows + cnt2 ] =
((int) (sinf(HISCALER*((float) ((cnt2+2+half_rows)*cnt)))*32767.0f)<< 16) +
((int) (sinf( LOSCALER * ((float) ((cnt2+2) * cnt) ))*32767.0f));
}
for ( cnt=cnt2 ; cnt < pow_len ; cnt++) {
window[cnt]=ext_window[cnt];
}
// Setup DMA parameters that do not change
// raw_frm_ext, raw_2 ext, real_2_pl, imag_2_pl, pingpong
rawfrm ext.IntIndex = in;
raw _f mext.IntModify = 1;
raw_frmext.IntCount = fft len;
raw_frmext.ChainPtr = (void *)(0 1 ENABLE_INTERUPT);
raw_frmext.GenPurp = 0;
raw_fn mext.ExtModify = halfrows;
raw _frmext.ExtCount = fft len;
raw 2 ext.IntIndex = tbuffer;
raw 2 ext.IntModify = 1;
raw 2 ext.IntCount = ffi len;
raw_2_ext.ChainPtr = (void *)(0 1 ENABLE_INTERUPT);
raw 2 ext.GenPurp = 0;
raw_2 ext.ExtModify = 1;
raw 2 ext.ExtCount = fft len;
real 2p l.IntIndex = real;
real 2 pl.IntModify = 1;
real 2_p .IntCount = pow_len;
real 2_pl.ChainPtr = (void *)(0 1 ENABLE_INTERUPT);
real 2_pl.GenPurp = 0;
real 2_p1 .ExtIndex = (void *)((int)real + pow len + P 1_MP_OFFSET);
real _2_p.ExtModify = 1;
real 2 pl.ExtCount = pow_len;
imag_2pl 1.IntIndex = imag;
imag_2_p 1.IntModify = 1;
imag_2_p .IntCount = pow_len;
imag_2_pl.ChainPtr = (void *)(0 1 ENABLE_INTERUPT);
imag_2_pl.GenPurp = 0;
imag_2_p 1.ExtIndex = (void *)((int)imag + pow_len + PI_MPOFFSET);
imag_2_p 1.ExtModify = 1;
imag_2_p 1.ExtCount = pow_len;
pingpong.IntIndex = tbuffer;
pingpong.IntModify = 1;
pingpong.IntCount = fft_len;
pingpong.ChainPtr = (void *)(0 I ENABLE_INTERUPT);
pingpong.GenPurp = 0;
DMACNTRL6 = 0x0207; // 0000 0010 0000 0111 MASTER, TRANSMIT, CHEN, DEN
DMACNTRL7 = 0x0207; // 0000 0010 0000 0111 MASTER, TRANSMIT, CHEN, DEN
DMACNTRL8 = 0x0203; // 0000 0010 0000 0011 MASTER, CHEN, DEN
void fmal_powercalco {
int cnt, cnt2;
float scaler=sqrt(num_avgf)*powlen;
for ( cnt-0 ; cnt < num rows ; cnt++ ) {
for ( cnt2=0 ; cnt2 < pow_len ; cnt2++) {
all_accum[ cnt * pow_len + cnt2 ] = sqrt(all_accum[ cnt * pow len + cnt2 ])/scaler;
}
}
void startdas 2 hsdio(void) {
// eventually call virpt function in pl to init reset here
// wait for reset to complete
while(!reset_comp);
reset_comp = 0;
// All that has to be done to start data collection is to reset the buffers and put it in das2pc mode
/* ICR Register Description
Bit 31 IOS I/O Select (1 = pc2das; 0 = das2pc)
Bit 30 IC Internal Clear (1 = Transfers Enabled; 0 = Inhibit Transfers, Clear Buffers, Put I/O box in
// known state)
Bit 29 IS Internal Sync (Passed straight through, not currently used by I/O box)
Bit 28 IRW Enable interupt on External Read/Write asserted
Bit 27 IEC Enable interupt on External Clear asserted (EC indicates data has overrun FIFO's in DAS)
Bit 26 IES Enable interupt on External Sync asserted (ES indicates DAS has completed a Reset and is
// ready to accept data)
Bit 25 IBCO Enable interupt on internal buffer overflow
Bit 24 LBACK Read (only) state of LBACK bit in LB_REG
*/
*pO cur icr value = Ox9E000000; // 1001 1110 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 pc2das, cleared,
// disable interrupts
ICR_REG = *p0_cur icr value;
*pO cur icr value = OxlE000000; // 0001 1110 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 das2pc, cleared,
// disable interrupts
ICR_REG = *p0_cur icr value;
*pO cur icr value = 0x52000000; // 0101 0010 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 das2pc, enable IEC and
/ IES interrupts
ICR_REG = *p0_cur icr value;
// initialize avg_cnt to 1 to make sure initial raw data is transferred to the correct fft_len*half rows
// portion of raw_data array
avgcnt = 1;
// transfer in single piece of data to empty HSDIO pipeline and NUMBAD_DATA samples of corrupt
// data from DAS
pingpong.IntCount = 1+NUM BAD_DATA*halfrows;
CHNPTR4 = &(pingpong.Intlndex);
while(!rawin link_dmacomp);
rawinlink_dma comp = 0;
pingpong.IntCount = fftlen;
// Transfer in first set of data
for (row_cnt = 0 ; row_cnt < half rows; row_cnt++){
CHNPTR4 = &(pingpong.Intlndex);
while(!raw in link_dma_comp);
rawin linkdmacomp = 0;
raw 2 ext.ExtIndex =
(void *)((int)raw_data + (avg_cnt0 /o2) * fit_len * halfrows + row_cnt*fft_len);
CHNPTR7 = &(raw 2 ext.IntIndex);
while(!raw in ext dmacomp);
raw_inext_dma comp = 0;
void hsdio_isr(int value) {
if (ISRREG & 0x20000000){
reset_comp = 1;
*pO cur icrvalue = 0x20000000; // Set PISYN to tell interface box to turn off PESYN
ICR_REG = *p0_curicr value;
}
if(ISRREG & 0x40000000){
das data overrun = 1;
asm("bit dr ASTAT FLG 1;"); // Set Flag 1
*pOcuricrvalue 1= 0x08000000; // Disable all future interrupts from this souurce
ICR_REG = *p0_cur icr value;
}
void raw ext_dmaisr(int value) {
raw_inext_dmacomp=l;
}
void rawlink_dma_isr(int value) {
rawinlink_dma comp=1;
}
void data_unpack_dma_isr(int value) {
ff1_dma_comp = 1;
void postffitdma isr(int value) {
switch(post fft dma_cnt++) {
case 1:
CHNPTR6 = &(imag_2_p1 .IntIndex);
break;
case 2:
post fit dmacnt = 1;
pfft dmacomp = 1;
*plpfft _dma_comp = 1;
break;
default:
break;
)
A.2 Processor 0 Assembly Code (FFTPO.ASM):
#include <asm_sprt.h>
#include <def21060.h>
#define P1 MP OFFSET Ox1O0000
.segment /dm seg_dmda;
.extern in;
.extern fit len;
.extern _pow_len;
.endseg;
.segment /pm seg_pmco;
.extern window;
.global _decoderaw;
decode raw:
leaf entry;
puts=r2;
r2=il;
puts-r2;
r2=i2;
puts=r2;
puts=i9;
//m6 = m14 = 1
//m15 = -1
rl=P1_MP_OFFSET;
rO= _in;
i4=r0; // i4 points to procO float being processed
r2=r +r0;
i12=r2; // i12 points to procl float being processed
i9=_window; // i9 points to current window multiplier
r0=ashift rO by 1;
i2=r0; // i2 points to least sig 16 bit word (goes to pl)
r0-r0+1;
il=rO; // il points to most sig 16 bit word (goes to pO)
m4=0x2; // must increment short pointers by 2 instead of 1
r12=0;
r2 = dm(_pow_len);
r2 = r2-1;
bit set MODEl 0x00004000; /* Bit 14: Enable short word sign extension */
r8 = dm(i2,m4);
fl=float r8, r8=dm(il,m4), f4 = pm(i9,m14);
Icntr = r2, do half decode until Ice;
f0=fl *f4, f2=float r8 by r12, r8=dm(i2,m4);
f2=f2*f4, fl=float r8 by r12, r8=dm(il,m4), pm(i12,m14)=f0;
half_decode: dm(i4,m6)=f2, f4=pm(i9,m14);
modify(i9,ml5); // Setting window multiplier to last window pt
// Because windows is symmetrical, reusing 1st half
r2 = dm(_pow_len);
Icntr = r2, do full decode until Ice;
f0=fl*f4, f2=float r8 by r12, r8 = dm(i2,m4);
f2=f2*f4, fl=float r8 by r12, r8=dm(il,m4), pm(il2,ml4)=f0;
full_decode: dm(i4,m6)=f2, f4=pm(i9,ml 5);
f0=fl*f4, f2=float r8 by r12;
f2=f2*f4, pm(il2,ml4)=f0;
dm(i4,m6)=f2;
bit clr MODEl 0x00004000; /* Bit 14: Disable short word sign extension */
i9=gets(1);
i2=gets(2);
il=gets(3);
r2=gets(4);
leaf exit;
.endseg;
A.3 Processor 1 C Code for 8192 point FFT (8KFFTP1.C):
#include <math.h>
#include <macros.h>
#include <signal.h>
#include <fftl.h>
#include <21060.h>
#include <def21060.h>
asm("#include <def21060.h>");
#define FFTLEN (int)8192 // Size of FFT input/output array
#include "fftpx.h"
extern void addtoaccum(void);
void accumdmaisr(int value);
void initialize memory(void);
void initialize hsdio(void);
void reset sdas(void);
float in[ FFTLEN ] segment( seg_in);
float real[ FFTLEN ] segment( segreal);
float pm imag[ FFTLEN ] segment( seg_imag);
float cur_accum[ FFTLEN ] segment( seg_tbuf);
float *all_accum = (float *) (EXT MEM_OFFSET+FFTLEN*MAXROWS); // array of size POWLEN*MAXROWS
in segment seg_ext
int *passed_num avg = (int *)(EXTMEMOFFSET+(FFTLEN+POWLEN)*MAXROWS+POWLEN);
int *passed_num_rows = (int *)(EXT_MEM_OFFSET+(FFTLEN+POWLEN)*MAXROWS+POWLEN+ );
int *save last fft = (int *)(EXT MEM_OFFSET+(FFTLEN+POWLEN)*MAXROWS+POWLEN+2);
float *lastfft data;
struct ext_tran ac_2frm ext;
volatile int *p0_done_overhead = (void *)(MSGRO+POMP OFFSET);
volatile int *pl_done_overhead = (void *)MSGRO;
volatile int *pO0 rawdata ready = (int *)(MSGR1+PO_MP_OFFSET);
volatile int *pl rawdataready = (int *)(MSGR1);
volatile int *plpfftdma comp = (int *)(MSGR2);
volatile int *pO cur icr value = (int *)(MSGR3+PO_MP_OFFSET);
volatile int accum 2 extdmacomp = 0;
volatile int accum_frmext_dma_comp = 0;
struct exttran acl 2 ext, acO 2 ext;
struct ext_tran ac l_frmext, acO_frmext;
struct ext_tran real_frmpO;
struct pm ext_tran imagfrm_p0;
struct link tran das reset tcb;
int resetbuffer[2];
volatile int avg_cnt, row_cnt;
int fft len = FFTLEN;
float fft lenf= FFTLENF;
int pow_len = POWLEN;
int num_avg;
float num_avgf;
int num rows;
float num rowsf;
int half rows;
float half rowsf;
void main( void) {
int cnt, addressoffset;
*pl_done_overhead = 0;
*pl raw data ready = 0;
*pl_pfftdmaacomp= 0;
initialize_memory();
initializehsdio();
while(!(*p l_done_overhead));
*p0_done_overhead = 1;
while(*p ldone_overhead);
reset_sdas();
for(avg_cnt = 0 ; avg_cnt < num avg ; avg_cnt++) {
if (avg_cnt%2) asm("bit clr ASTAT FLG1;"); // Set Flag 1
else asm("bit set ASTAT FLG1 ;"); // Clear Flag 1
for(row_cnt = 0 ; row_cnt < half rows ; rowcnt++) {
if(rowcnt % 2) asm("bit clr ASTAT FLGO;"); // Set Flag 0
else asm("bit set ASTAT FLGO;"); // Clear Flag 0
while(!(*pl rawdataready));
*pO raw_data_ready = 1;
*pl raw_dataready = 0;
// Transfer out last rows accumulator
ac 2frm ext.ExtIndex =
(void *)( (int) all_accum + pow_len*((2*row_cnt+numrows-2)%numrows));
CHNPTR7 = &(ac_2fim_ext.Intlndex);
asm("
#define WAIT CNT 10
Icntr = WAIT_CNT, do wait_loop until Ice;
nop;
nop;
nop;
wait_loop: nop;
");
// Transfer in current rows accumulator
ac_2frm_ext.Extlndex = (void *)( (int) all_accum + pow_len*row_cnt*2);
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CHNPTR8 = &(ac_2frmext.IntIndex);
rfft2_8192(in, real, imag);
while(!accum 2_ext_dma_comp II !accum_frm_next_dma_comp);
accum 2 ext dma comp = 0;
accum_fnmnext_dma comp = 0;
add_toaccum();
if ((avg_cnt = num_avg- && *save_lastfft)) {
address_offset = pow len*row_cnt*2;
for (cnt = 0 ; cnt < fft_len ; cnt ++) {
last fit data[address_offset+cnt] =
sqrt(real[cnt]*real[cnt]+imag[cnt]*imag[cnt])/pow_len;
}
ac_2frm_ext.ExtIndex = (void *)( (int) all_accum + pow_len*((2*row_cnt+num rows-2)%numrows));
CHNPTR7 = &(ac 2fi'm_ext.IntIndex);
while(!accum 2_ext_dmacomp);
accum 2 ext dma comp = 0;
*p0_done_overhead = 1;
while(! (*p l_done_overhead));
*pl_done_overhead = 0;
asm("bit set ASTAT FLGO;"); // Clear Flag 0
asm("bit set ASTAT FLG 1;"); // Clear Flag 1
void accum_2 extdmaisr(int value) {
accum 2_ext dmacomp = 1;
}
void accum_fimextdma isr(int value) {
accumfi-mext_dma_comp = 1;
}
void initialize_memoryo {
int cnt;
// Set External Memory Size
*( (volatile int *) SYSCON) &= OxFFFFOFFF;
*( (volatile int *) SYSCON) 1= (MEMSIZE << 12);
// Set External Wait Register
*( (volatile int *) WAIT) = WAITSTATE;
clear_interrupt(SIG_EP 11);
interruptf(SIG_EPl I,accum 2 extdmaisr);
asm("bit set IMASK EPIl;"); / Bit 17: Interupt enable for External port channel 1 DMA
DMACNTRL7 = 0x2000; 1 0010 0000 0000 0000 FLUSH
clear interrupt(SIG_EP2I);
interruptf(SIG_EP2I,accum _fmextdmaisr);
asm("bit set IMASK EP2I;"); // Bit 17: Interupt enable for External port channel 1 DMA
DMACNTRL8 = 0x2000; 1 0010 0000 0000 0000 FLUSH
asm("bit set MODE IRPTEN;"); // Bit 12: Global interrupt enable
asm("bit set MODE2 FLGOO;"); // Bit 15: FLAGO 1=output 0=input
asm("bit set MODE2 FLG10;"); / Bit 16: FLAG1 l=output 0=input
num_avgf = num_avg = *passed_num_avg;
numrowsf = numrows = *passed_num rows;
halfrowsf= half rows = num rows/2;
last_fit data = (float *)(EXT_MEM_OFFSET +((num_avg+ 1)%2)*fftlen*halfrows);
11 These MUST be initialized to zero
for (cnt = 0 ; cnt < pow len*num rows ; cnt ++) all_accum[cnt] = 0.0f;
for (cnt = 0 ; cnt <fit_len ; cnt++ ) { cur accum[cnt] = 0.0f; }
ac_2fimext.IntIndex = cur accum;
ac_2fim_ext.IntModify = 1;
ac_2frmext.IntCount = ifitlen;
ac_2fim_ext.ChainPtr = (void *) (0 1 ENABLE_INTERUPT);
ac_2frm_ext.GenPurp = 0;
ac_2fim_ext.ExtModify = 1;
ac_2frmext.ExtCount = fft len;
das reset_tcb.IntIndex = reset_buffer;
dasreset_tcb.IntModify = 1;
das reset_tcb.IntCount = 2;
dasreset_tcb.ChainPtr = (void *)(0 & DISABLE_INTERUPT);
das resettcb.GenPurp = 0;
reset_buffer[0] = RESET_WORD;
reset_buffer[1 ] = RESET_WORD;
DMACNTRL7 = 0x0207; 1 0000 0010 0000 0111 MASTER, TRANSMIT, CHEN, DEN
DMACNTRL8 = 0x0203; // 0000 0010 0000 0011 MASTER, CHEN, DEN
void initialize_hsdio(void) {
H Setup the HSDIO interface
/* ICR Register Description
Bit 31 IOS I/O Select (1 = pc2das; 0 = das2pc)
Bit 30 IC Internal Clear (1 = Transfers Enabled; 0 = Inhibit Transfers, Clear Buffers, Put I/O box in known
state)
Bit 29 IS Internal Sync (Passed straight through, not currently used by I/O box)
Bit 28 IRW Enable interupt on External Read/Write asserted
Bit 27 IEC Enable interupt on External Clear asserted (EC indicates data has overrun FIFO's in DAS)
Bit 26 IES Enable interupt on External Sync asserted (ES indicates DAS has completed a Reset and is ready
to accept data)
Bit 25 IBCO Enable interupt on internal buffer overflow
Bit 24 LBACK Read (only) state of LBACK bit in LB_REG
*/
BITSIRST = 0; // This resets the HSDIO board connected to the BITSI interface
*pO_cur icr value = 0x9E000000; // 1000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 pc2das, cleared, disable
interrupts
ICR_REG = *p0_cur icr value;
LINKCOM = OxO;
*( (volatile int *) LAR) = Ox0003FEFF; // Assign LBUF2 to Link Port 3; All others disabled
*( (volatile int *) LCTL) = Ox00000F00; // Link Buffer 2 Enabled & Transmit; All others disabled
LB_REG = Ox0000000; // Bit 24 Loopback Test Mode: 1 = Enable; 0 = Disable
ISR_REG = Ox00000000; // Bit 24 Status Register: 0 = Enable; 1 = Disable
*pO_cur icr value = OxDA000000; // 1101 1010 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 pc2das, transfers
// enabled, enable IES interrupts
ICR_REG = *p0_cur icr_value;
void resetsdas(void) {
// Reset DAS to complete settings
while( (LINKCOM) & 0x00000030 ); // Wait till LINKBUF3 is empty
CHNPTR4 = &(das resettcb.IntIndex);
}
A.4 Processor 1 Assembly Code (FFTP1.ASM):
#include <asm_sprt.h>
#include <def21060.h>
.segment /dm seg_dmda;
.extern pl_pfftdma-comp;
.extern real;
.extern cur accum;
.extern ffit len;
.extern pow_len;
.endseg;
.segment /pm seg_wind;
.endseg;
.segment /pm seg_pmco;
.extem _imag;
.global _add_to_accum;
add to accum:
leaf entry;
puts=r2;
r2=il;
puts=r2;
r2=i2;
puts=r2;
i4= real;
i8=_imag;
il= cur_accum; // Accumulator destination pointer
i2=_cur accum; // Accumulator source pointer
fl=dm(i4,m6), f0=pm(i8,ml 3);
f8=fl *fl, fl2=dm(i2,m6), f4=pm(i8,ml4);
fl2=fO*f4, f8=f8+fl2;
r4 = dm(_pow_len);
r4=r4-1;
Icntr = r4, do pl_accum until Ice;
f2=f8+fl2, fl=dm(i4,m6), f0=pm(i8,ml3);
f8=fl*fl, fl2=dm(i2,m6), f4=pm(i8,ml4);
pl_accum: fl2=fO*f4, f8=f8+fl2, dm(il,m6)=f2;
f0 = il;
ii = dm(_pl _pfft dma_comp);
wait_for_p0: r4 = dm(il,m5);
r4 = pass r4;
if eq jump wait for_p0;
r4 = 0;
dm(il,m5) = r4;
il = f0;
r4 = dm(_pow_len);
Icntr = r4, do p0_accum until Ice;
f2=f8+fl2, fl=dm(i4,m6), f0=pm(i8,m13);
f8=fl*fl, fl2=dm(i2,m6), f4=pm(i8,m14);
pO_accum: fl2=f0*f4, fS=f8+fl2, dm(il,m6)=f2;
f2=f8+f12;
dm(il,m6)=f2;
i2=gets(1);
il=gets(2);
r2=gets(3);
leaf exit;
.endseg;
A.5 Common Include File (FFTPX.H):
#define FFTLENF (float)FFTLEN
#define POWLEN (int)(FFTLEN/2) // Maximum Size of Power output array
#define POWLENF FFTLENF/2.0f // Maximum Size of Power output array
#define MAXROWS (int)((16777216.0f/4.0f- POWLENF-3)/1.5f/FFTLENF)
/* Maximum number of pixels that can be simultaneously
( (16MB / 4Bytes/Word - Window) / (1.5*FFTLEN)Words/Pixel)
acquired given 16 MB CHUM Sharcpac Module
1.5 comes from .5*FFTLEN for the storage of
the resulting power array plus 2 copies of raw data
(one working set, one under acquisition)
but since the raw data is packed each set only takes
up .5*FFTLEN */
#define P1 MP OFFSET Oxl00000
#define PO MP OFFSET 0x080000
#define EXT MEM OFFSET 0x400000
#define ENABLE INTERUPT 0x20000
#define DISABLE INTERUPT OxlFFFF
#define WAITSTATE 0x062318C6
#define MEMSIZE 0x9
#define NUM BAD DATA 10
#define CHNPTR4 *( (volatile void **) CP4)
#define CHNPTR6 *( (volatile void **) CP6)
#define DMACNTRL6 *( (volatile int *) DMAC6)
#define CHNPTR7 *( (volatile void **) CP7)
#define DMACNTRL7 *( (volatile int *) DMAC7)
#define CHNPTR8 *( (volatile void **) CP8)
#define DMACNTRL8 *( (volatile int *) DMAC8)
#define LINKCOM (* (volatile int *) LCOM)
#define DMS2 (int *) (EXT MEM_OFFSET + (2 * (0x2000 << MEMSIZE)))
#define DMS3 (int *) (EXT_MEM_OFFSET + (3 * (0x2000 << MEMSIZE)))
#define BITSI_RST (* (int *) (DMS2+1))
#define ISRREG (* (int *) (DMS3+0))
#define ICR REG (* (int *) (DMS3+1))
#define LBREG (* (int *) (DMS3+2))
#define INTERNAL PORT ADDR OxOOOOOOOO
#define RESET_WORD OX00000000 I INTERNAL_PORT_ADDR
#define PI 3.1415926535f
// Used to simulate data
#define LOSCALER (float)(2.0f * PI / FFTLENF)
#define HISCALER (float) (2.0f * PI / FFTLENF)
struct ext_tran {
int ExtCount;
int ExtModify;
void *Extlndex;
int GenPurp;
void *ChainPtr;
int IntCount;
int IntModify;
void *IntIndex;
struct pm ext tran {
int ExtCount;
int ExtModify;
void *ExtIndex;
int GenPurp;
void *ChainPtr;
int IntCount;
int IntModify;
void pm *Intlndex;
struct link tran{
int GenPurp;
void *ChainPtr;
int IntCount;
int IntModify;
void *Intlndex;
Appendix B HSDIO to DAS Interface PLD Code:
KENT KUHLER
LOCKHEED MARTIN INFRARED AND IMAGING SYSTEMS
12-31-96
VERSION 1.0
EPM5064
This Program will handle converting from the
SDAS HP style interface to the interface used
by the 1/f noise test station.
OPTIONS: SECURITY = OFF, TURBO = OFF
PART: EPM5064
INPUTS:
MCLK@34,DPFLAG@20,DFFULL@28,
PIOS@9,PICLR@l 1 ,PISYN@12,PIRDY@13,
PD13@2,PD14@4,PD15@5
OUTPUTS:
DPCTL@22,DIO@24,DCTLO@26,DCTL 1@27,
PEWR@44,PECLR@42,PERD@41,PESYN@40
NETWORK:
MCLK
DPFLAG
NDASFULL
PIOS
CLEAR
PRDY
PNSYN
D13
D14
D15
DPCTL,DPCTL
DIO
PERD,PERD
PEWR,PEWR
PESYN
PECLR
DCTLO,DCTLO
DCTL1,DCTL1
RSTRC
READNG
STRD
STWR
RS
= INP(MCLK) % MASTER CLOCK %
= INP(DPFLAG) % PFLAG PULSE FROM SDAS %
= INP(DFFULL) % FIFO FULL FROM SDAS %
= INP(PIOS) % FROM PC SETS DIR OF INTERFACE 1= DAS TO PC %
= INP(PICLR) % FROM PC INDICATES PC INTERFACE BEING %
% CLEARED %
= INP(PIRDY) % FROM PC O=PC FIFO IS EMPTY ON OUT & FULL %
% ON IN %
= INP(PISYN) % FROM PC INDICATES %
= INP(PD13) % FROM PC DATA BIT 13 %
= INP(PD14) % FROM PC DATA BIT 14 %
= INP(PD15) % FROM PC DATA BIT 15 %
= SOSF(SDPCTL,MCLK,RDPCTL,,,)
= CONF(NPIOS,)
= SOSF(SPERD,MCLK,RPERD,,,)
= SOSF(SPEWR,MCLK,RPEWR,,,)
= SONF(SPESYN,MCLK,RPESYN,,,)
= CONF(DATLOST,)
= RORF(ND14,LATCHCTL,,2PC,)
= RORF(ND 15,LATCHCTL,,2PC,)
= NOSF(SRSTRC,MCLK,RRSTRC,,)
= NOSF(SREADNG,MCLK,RREADNG,,)
= NOSF(SSTRD,MCLK,RSTRD,,)
= NOSF(SSTWR,MCLK,RSTWR,,)
= NOTF (TRS,MCLK,RSCLR,) % READSTATE COUNTER %
HO
H1
DLO
DL1
DL2
DL3
DL4
DL5
DL6
DL7
DL8
DL9
DL10O
EQUATIONS:
= NOTF (THO,MCLK,HCLR,)
= NOTF (TH1,MCLK,HCLR,)
= NOTF (TDLO,MCLK,DLCLR,)
= NOTF (TDL1,MCLK,DLCLR,)
= NOTF (TDL2,MCLK,DLCLR,)
= NOTF (TDL3,MCLK,DLCLR,)
= NOTF (TDL4,MCLK,DLCLR,)
= NOTF (TDL5,MCLK,DLCLR,)
= NOTF (TDL6,MCLK,DLCLR,)
= NOTF (TDL7,MCLK,DLCLR,)
= NOTF (TDL8,MCLK,DLCLR,)
= NOTF (TDL9,MCLK,DLCLR,)
= NOTF (TDL 10,MCLK,DLCLR,)
% HANDSHAKE COUNTER %
% DELAY COUNTER %
%----------------------COUNTERS------------------------------%
% THE READ STATE COUNTER TOGGLES BETWEEN LATCHING CTL VALUES (RS = 1) %
% AND WRITING TO THE SDAS (RS = 0) %
TRS = STRD;
RSCLR = 2PC+CLEAR;
% THE HANDSHAKE COUNTER MARKS POINT DURING A HANDSHAKE %
THO = !HC2*2PC*!PEWR+!HC3*2DAS*PERD;
THI = THO*HO;
HCLR
HCO
HC2
HC3
TDLO
TDL1
TDL2
TDL3
TDL4
TDL5
TDL6
TDL7
TDL8
TDL9
TDL10O
DLCLR
DC2047
= CLEAR+STWR+STRD;
= !HO;
= !HO*HI;
= HO*H1;
= RSTRC*!DC2047;
= TDLO*DLO;
= TDLI*DL1;
= TDL2*DL2;
= TDL3*DL3;
= TDL4*DL4;
= TDL5*DL5;
= TDL6*DL6;
= TDL7*DL7;
= TDL8*DL8;
= TDL9*DL9;
= !RSTRC+CLEAR;
= DL10*DL9*DL8*DL7*DL6*DL5*DL4*DL3*DL2*DL1 *DLO;
%-----------------------CONVENIENT LOGIC ---------------------- %
ND15
ND14
PSYN
NPIOS
2DAS
2PC
= !D15;
= !D14;
= !PNSYN;
= !PIOS;
= !PIOS;
= PIOS;
DATLOST = !CLEAR*2PC* !NDASFULL;
PNOFULL = 2PC*PRDY;
PNOEMP = 2DAS*PRDY;
SDPCTL = DPFLAG;
RDPCTL = STWR+PCDATRDY*!RS;
SSTWR = 2PC*PNOFULL*!CLEAR*HC2*!DPFLAG;
RSTWR = STWR;
SPEWR = STWR;
RPEWR = !2PC+DPFLAG;
SSTRD = 2DAS*PNOEMP*!CLEAR*!PERD*(!DPFLAG+RS);
RSTRD = STRD;
DONERD = 2DAS*!PERD*(!DPFLAG+RS);
SPERD = STRD;
RPERD = 2PC+DPFLAG*!RS+HC3*RS;
LATCHCTL = PCDATRDY*RS;
PCDATRDY = 2DAS*HC3*PERD*!DPFLAG;
SRSTRC = 2DAS*DCTLO*DCTL1 *!D13*!D14*!D15*!RS*DONERD*READNG;
RRSTRC = DC2047+CLEAR;
SREADNG = STRD;
RREADNG = DONERD*!STRD;
SPESYN = RSTRC*DC2047*!CLEAR;
RPESYN = PSYN+2PC+CLEAR;
END$
